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INFLATION ACCELERATES ROTATION: US April inflation was much higher than expected across-the-board. This
boosted expectations for an earlier tightening of Fed monetary policy, raised long-term bond yields, and accelerated
the rotation away from the expensive tech (XLK) sector and towards cyclical and value segments, such as financials
(XLF), commodities (XLE), and industrials (XLI) that benefit more from the combination of higher growth and inflation.

MARKETS WELL SUPPORTED: This inflation scare is boosting market uncertainty, after the strong equity gains this
year, and with tech such a big index weight. But we do not see the Fed being rushed into a tightening move, the US
(SPY) as much better supported-than-feared, and international (EFA) markets, such as UK (UK100) and Europe
(EUSTX50), to benefit from their building GDP and earnings recovery, cheaper valuations, and more cyclical indices.

CHECKING THE 1970’S: Markets have enjoyed 30-years of ever lower inflation and bond yields, leaving most with
no memory of inflation. The chart revisits the inflationary 1970’s, showing average US returns by major asset.
Parallels are never exact, and some assets (crypto) did not exist, but the message is clear: bonds and cash lag as
fixed interest payments are eroded by inflation. Equities are mixed, as higher bond yields depress valuations, but
inflation boosts earnings. The performance leaders are hard assets, commodities and housing, benefitting from
scarcity and intrinsic value. This further supports our current views favoring commodities over equities, over bonds.

TODAY: More inflation data is due. US producer prices (PPI) are seen rising 5.9% yoy, up from 4.2% last month, and
well above the 4.2% shock of yesterdays’ consumer price inflation (CPI). This is important as: a) it likely further
stokes the inflation market narrative after yesterdays’ CPI surprise, as b) producer prices are often a leading indicator
of consumer inflation pressures, as c) companies pass through these cost increases to the end consumer, or else see
lower profit margins. The rising inflation narrative will only increase as we lap the inflation lows of 2020.
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